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In two-layer channel routing a net is implemented by
one horizontal wire in one layer and vertical wires linking
the horizontal one to the terminals in the other layer. Vias
connect wires in different layers and a column conflict
occurs if two terminals on opposite sides of a channel have
overlapping vertical wires. The goal is to produce a routing
without conflicts while minimizing the number of tracks.

Abstract
Two-layer channel routers typically require a postprocessing phase to reduce or elim‘nate column conflicts.
Attempts have been made to parallelize this problem using
local search heuristics that swap horizontal channel wire
segments. We show that all such heuristics for this problem
are P-hard and unlikely to be efjciently parallelizable.

In the work mentioned above, [SWSS], we develop an
optimal O(1og n) time, O(n) processor EREW PRAM
parallel version of the “left-edge” algorithm developed by
Hashimoto and Stevens [HS71] for PCB routing. Our
algorithm achieves channel density, when there are no
column conflicts, and was implemented on the CM-2
Connection Machine where it runs in time O ( l o 2 n) with
O(n) processors.

1.0 Introduction
We examine local search algorithms for the
minimization of column conflicts, a key phase of the
channel-routing problem. We show that any such
algorithms based on cost-improving swaps of horizontal
tracks in a channel are P-hard. Thus, they are at least as
hard to parallelize as any polynomial time problem.

Many variations and extensions of the basic left-edge
algorithm have been proposed to deal with column
conflicts, all of which are serial, namely, Deutsch’s dogleg
channel router [Deutsch76], Dolev et al.’s channel router
[DKSSU81], Fiduccia and Rivest’s greedy channel router
[RF82], Yoshimura and Kuh’s channel router [KY82], and
YACR2 by Reed et al.[RSS85].

Although, as we have shown in [SWSS], the “left-edge”
channel-routing algorithm can be parallelized to run in
polylogarithmic time with a polynomial number of
processors, it does not deal with column conflicts.
Therefore, it is tempting to design a parallel heuristic based
on local search that minimizes column conflicts or tries to
remove them altogether. We are motivated by the work of
Brouwer and Banerjee [BJS90] who show that parallel
simulated annealing on a few processors minimizes
column conflicts and yields routings of high quality. We are
interested in very large problems executed on very highly
parallel machines, cases not considered by them.

These heuristics for two-layer channel routing with
column conflicts produce routings of very good quality but
are not guaranteed to achieve minimum channel width or
channel density. Most of the more general two-layer
channel routing problems are NP-complete, as shown by
LaPaugh [Lapaugh80], Szymanski [Szymanski85], and
Sarrafzadeh [Sarrafzadeh87].

2.0 Local Search Heuristics for Column
Conflict Reduction
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Local search heuristics have been established as the
method of choice in many optimization problems
whenever very good solutions are desired. In local search
heuristics, an initial solution SI is constructed, usually by
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some random procedure, and a cost functionf is computed.
Changes are made to the current solution and a new
solution S,, which we say is in the neighborhood of the
current solution, replaces the current solution. The
improvement in the cost functionf obtained from changing
from solution SI to solution S, is given by the gain function
Af = f ( S , ) - f ( S , ) . A positive gain change is one that
decreases cost. The termination rules differ for each
heuristic.

Definition 1 The column cost COLUMNS(R) of a twolayer channel routing R (a mapping of nets to tracks) is the
number of overlapping vertical segments.
The goal, which may not be achievable, is to reduce the
COLUMNS cost of zero.Such solution may be hard to find
with a local search heuristic or may not exist at all. A
solution with low COLUMNS cost is desirable even if it is
not routable in two layers with one horizontal wire segment
per net. The YACR2 channel router [RSSSS] and the router
by Brouwer and Banerjee [BJS88] use a post-processing
pass with dog-legging and the insertion of extra tracks to
remove remaining conflicts from a channel routing with
low COLUMNS cost.

Classical local search heuristics are steepest descent, the
heuristics of Kernighan-Lin (U) [KL70], FiducciaMattheyses (FM) [FM82] and simulated annealing (SA)
[KGV831, inspired by the work of Metropolis et
al.[MRRTT53] on statistical mechanics.

Given a two-layer channel routing, a natural way to
generate another routing with potentially fewer of column
conflicts is to swap two horizontal wire segments in
different tracks which when swapped do not overlap with
other horizontal wires. Such swaps, which we call subtrack
swaps, do not affect the number of tracks but may reduce
the number of nets whose overlapping vertical wire
segments.

SA selects at random a solution in the neighborhood of
the current solution, computes the gain Af and accepts that
solution if it reduces the cost. If not, the solution is
accepted with a probability that decreases (usually
exponentially) with the size of the increase in cost. This
probability function also decreases with the “temperature”
of the annealing process which decreases with time. The
high-quality results given by SA are explained by
observing that it appears to find the region of a global
minimum quickly and then homes in on the minimum as
the temperature decreases.

Definition 2 The SUBTRACK-SWAP@) neighborhood of

a channel-routing solution R is +e set of channel routings
obtained by swapping a pair of horizontal wires.

Since local search problems require considerable
computational resources, recent work has addressed
parallel methods. Most of this work has focused on parallel
simulated annealing. (See Greening [Greening901 for a
survey of parallel simulated-annealing techniques.) The
simplicity of the SA algorithm seems to make an
implementation on a massively parallel computer almost
trivial. It is therefore surprising that the goal of
parallelizing SA by straightforward or elaborate means has
eluded researchers. We have shown that for a number of
other problems related to VLSI placement, including
graph-partitioning [SW90], [SW9lb] and grid and
hypercube embedding [SW9la], [SW9lc], local search
heuristics based on the SWAP-neighborhood are Pcomplete or P-hard. This class of heuristics includes SA at
zero temperature. Schaeffer and Yannakakis [SY91] have
independently shown that local search under the SWAP
neighborhood for graph partitioning is P-complete. We
show in this paper that the P-hardness results for local
search also apply to column conflict minimization.

3.0 Parallel Complexity
Definition 3 Let P be the class of polynomial-time decision
problems. A decision problem A E P is logspace-reducible
to a problem B if there is a function
g; (0, 1}* -+ (0, 1}* computable in logarithmic space
(logspace) by a deterministic Turing machine such that
x E A if and only if g ( x ) E B . A decision problem is Phard if every problem in P is logspace-reducible to it.
Definition 4 The circuit-value problem (CVP) is the
problem of computing the value of a Boolean circuit
[Savage761 from a description of the circuit and values for
its inputs.
Theorem 1 CVP is P-complete (Ladner7-51.
Restricted versions of CVP are also P-complete. A
monotone circuit uses only the operations AND and OR.

Corollary 1 The monotone circuit-value problem (MCVP)
is P-complete [Goldschlager77].

To complete the description as a local search problem of
the minimization of column conflicts in channel routing,
we need a costfunction and a method for moving from one
solution to another within a neighborhood.

The ordered monotone circuit-value problem (OMCVP)
is the problem of computing the value of a monotone
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FIGURE 1. The overall construction of a
channel routing problem from the circuit
OM(C)

Boolean circuit OM(C) from a description of the circuit
and values for its inputs. The circuit elements in OM(C)
are indexed so that when circuit element k depends on gate
i, then k > i . The following theorem is a trivial extension of
the theorems of Ladner Ddner751 and Goldschlager
[Goldschlager77].
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Corollary 2 The ordered circuit-value problem OMCVP is
P-complete.

4.0 P-hardness of the Column-Swap Heuristic
In this section we sketch our proof of the following
theorem which asserts that finding a locally minimum
channel routing using the COLUMNS cost function and
the SUBTRACK-SWAP neighborhood is P-hard. The
theorem applies to deterministic and randomized
algorithms. For the latter, acceptance is probabilistic.

Anchor Columns and Nets

Anchor Columns and Nets

Theorem 3 Let H be a local search algorithm for channel
routing using the COLUMNS cost function and the
SUBTRACK-SWM neighborhood. If H accepts only swaps
that improve the cost, then H is P-hard.

Figure 2 shows how a wire that connects gates is build
Out of nets. m e wire W, consists of one pair WL,, WU,.
Figure 2 also shows the pair GL, GU, of the gate G, and
the pair GL,, GUSof the gate G,.

Our proof consists of a logspace procedure to translate a
given fan-inlfan-out 2, ordered monotone circuit OM(C)
with n gates into an initial solution Ro of a channel-routing
problem. When we apply heuristic H to Ro, it executes a
polynomial number q(n) of swaps, returns a solution R+]
with a locally minimum number of column conflicts from
which the value of OM(C) can be determined in
logarithmic space. Thus H is P-hard.

FIGURE 2. ConnectifIg wire W,
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Construction of Circuit OM(C) We simulate a circuit
with nets that computes exactly the values of an arbitrary
circuit OM(C). Sets of nets simulate inputs, gates and the
wires between gates in the circuit OM(C).

GUr

Figure 1 shows the overall construction of a channel
routing problem from the circuit OM(C). Figures 2, 3, 4,
and 5 show the components of the channel routing
problem. The numbers above vertical columns are their
width, which is actually the number of individual vertical
segments of which they are made. If two wires of width k
overlap, the column cost is k.

GLr

GLS
wLk
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FIGURE 3. Circuit input 1, (a) 1,
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FIGURE 5. AND gate G,
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Figure 3 shows how circuit inputs are built out of nets.
Circuit input I, consists of one pair, the center pair IL,,
IU,. To demonstrate how circuit inputs are attached to
gates, Figure 3 also shows the pairs GL,, GUS of the gate
G,. The problem description of the circuit OM(C) gives the
boolean values of the circuit inputs and specifies that every
circuit input is used exactly once. When input I, = 0, one
column of weight 2 is attached from the top of the channel
to IL,. When I , = 1, one column of weight 2 is attached
from the top of the channel to IU,. (The black-bordered
column of weight 2 is part of gate G,, and is included in
Figure 3 to show how the circuit is assembled.) The
columns attached to the center pair IL,, IU, have a weight
that is made so large that swapping of pair IL,, IU, causes
a negative gain that is greater than the sum of the weights
on all AND/OR gates and connecting wires in the routing
of OM(C).

Figures 4 and 5 show the construction of AND and OR
gates from nets. Both AND and OR gates G, contain the
center subtrack pair CL, GU, which determines the state of
the gate. Figures 4 and 5 also show the two pairs WLi, WUi
and WL,. WUj of the wires Wi and Wj, which serve as
inputs to gate G,, and the pairs WLk, wuk and WLI, WUI
of the wires Wk and W1, which are the two copies of the
output of gate G,
Operation of Circuit OM(C) Pairs of nets associated
with values of inputs, gates or wires will either remain in
their initial position, and said to have value 0, or they will
swap, and said to have value I. The routing problem that
we construct is designed to insure that input values
propagate, just as they do in gates, from inputs to outputs
via wires. A detailed analysis is needed of all circuit
components to show that they interact properly and
compute the value of the circuit OM(C) which they
simulate. The complete proof is given in [wloka911.

FIGURE 4. OR gate G,
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5.0 Conclusions
We have outlined our proof that any local search
heuristic based on cost-improving swaps of tracks or
subtracks that minimizes the number of column conflicts in
a two-layer channel routing by accepting is P-hard. It
would be interesting to know whether Fiduccia and
Rivest’s greedy channel router [RF82] and YACR2 by
Reed er aI.[RSS85] are also hard to parallelize.
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